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ABSTRACT

The study of colonialism erases the boundaries between anthropology and his-

tory or literary studies, and between the postcolonial present and the colonial
past. From the standpoint of anthropology, it is also reflexive, addressing the
colonial use and formation of ethnography and its supporting practices of

travel. Since the 1960s, the study of colonialism has increasingly presented a
view of colonialism as struggle and negotiation, analyzing how the dichoto-

mous representations that Westerners use for colonial rule are the outcome of
much more murky and complex practical interactions. By thus treating West-
ern governmentaliry as emergent and particular, it is rewriting our histories of
the present.

The art of government lies in knowing nothing at the proper moment.

Edgar Wallace (1912)

[T]here is too much hypocrisy in East Africa today. The European official and the

European settler rule and maintain their prestige mainly by hypocrisy, their inner mo-

tives would hardly stand examination; the Indian trader makes his living by downright

dishonesty or at best by sheer cunning which is hypocrisy; the African clerk or laborer

often disregards fulf i l l ing his part of a contract and even a very educated African will

pretend to love the European whereas his heart is nearly bursting with envy and ha-

tred.
Julius Kambarage Nyerere (1952)
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Allcs Verstehen 1st daher immer zugleich ein Nicht-Verstehen, alle Obereinstimmung

in Gedanken und Gefuhlen zugleich ein Auseinandergehen.

Wilhelm von Humboldt (quoted in Fabian 1995)

INTRODUCTION

The anthropology of colonialism is neither the exclusive province of anthro-
pologists nor restricted to colonialism. Therefore, this review often penetrates
noncolonial territory and colonizes terrain first settled by historians and liter-
ary theorists by indulging in the conceit that a subdiscipline such as the anthro-
pology of colonialism can be outlined. This conceit can be legitimized be-
cause, from the point of view of anthropology, the study of colonialism pres-
ents a unique view and commands a peculiar sense of engagement. For anthro-
pologists, more than for any other type of scholar, colonialism is not a histori-
cal object that remains external to the observer. The discipline descends from
and is still struggling with techniques of observation and control that emerged
from the colonial dialectic of Western govemmentality.

Anthropologists mostly think of colonialism in three ways: as the universal,
evolutionary progress of modernization; as a particular strategy or experiment
in domination and exploitation; and as the unfinished business of struggle and
negotiation. All these views, in both positive and negative versions, were com-
mon colonial currency. Anthropological views of colonialism commonly
stressed a combination of the three. A standard conception of professionaliz-
ing anthropology between the wars was that, to avoid colonial struggle—race
conflict, indigenous revolt—one should follow a colonial strategy based on
anthropological knowledge and planning to achieve the desired evolutionary
progress cheaply and without bloodshed (e.g. Malinowski 1929). Around
1970, anthropologists often told their colleagues to shun collaboration with the
powerful in neocolonial planning and strategy. Instead, they were supposed to
support "indigenous" peoples in their struggles, to help the latter achieve the
modernization that the legacy of colonialism—a perfidious combination of an
ideology of modernization and a strategy of exploitation—denied them.

That is, reinventions of anthropology often used images of colonialism as
their cutting edge. Only in the past 25 years, however, have such critique and
reflexivity become structural, owing to the increasing stress on the third view
of colonialism, as a struggle that constantly renegotiates the balance of domi-
nation and resistance (Dirks 1992b, Guha 1989, Staler & Cooper 1997). Be-
cause one cannot simply demarcate a past colonialism from struggles in the
present (Dirks 1992b, Thomas 1994), the anthropology of colonialism system-
atically interrogates contemporary anthropology as well as the colonial cir-
cumstances from which it emerged. The anthropology of colonialism is also
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always an anthropology of anthropology, because in many methodological, or-

ganizational, and professional aspects the discipline retains the shape it re-

ceived when it emerged from—if partly in opposition to—early twentieth-

century colonial circumstances. Studying colonialism implies studying an-

thropology's context, a broader field of ethnographic activity that existed bef-

ore the boundaries of the discipline emerged and that continues to influence

the way they are drawn (Pels & Salemink 1994).

Anthropology, therefore, needs to be conceptualized in terms of govern-

mentality (Wright 1995), as an academic offshoot of a set of universalist tech-

nologies of domination—a Statistik or "state-craft" at least partly based on eth-
nography-—that developed in a dialectic between colonial and European states

(Cohn 1987,1996;Stagl 1995). These forms of identification, registration, and

discipline emerged in tension and in tandem with technologies of self-control

that fostered notions of cleanliness, domesticity, ethnicity, and civilization

(Chakrabarty 1994, Stoler 1995a). Anthropology, in negotiating ethnic, civi-

lized, and savage identities, was at the juncture of these technologies of domi-

nation and self-control. It precariously straddled a world of paradox and con-
tradiction in which notions of race were universalistically shunned at the same

time that they particularistically helped constitute the nation-state's civilities
(Stoler 1995a, Stoler & Cooper 1997). Both anthropology and colonialism

projected seemingly universal and Manichean essentializations of Us and

Them, which in practice had to give way to much more complex and particu-

larist negotiations of rule (Pels & Salemink 1994, Stoler & Cooper 1997).

ANTHROPOLOGY OF COLONIALISM: GENEALOGIES

The social-scientific study of colonial society predates the 1960s (Balandier

1963, Mair 1938, Malinowski 1945). After decolonization, however, a set of
interests started to converge that can now be regarded as constituting a new de-

parture. Ethnohistory questioned the boundaries between anthropology and

history (Cohn 1968, Sturtevant 1966). Those who had been colonized raised

doubts about the relevance of anthropology (Deloria 1969, p'Bitek 1970).

Neo-Marxist and feminist approaches to peasant societies and their modes of

production and the economy of the household fueled an interest in economic

change, and consequently in colonialism (Etienne & Leacock 1980, Hafkin &

Bay 1976, Meillassoux 1964, Wolf 1982; for an overview, see Stoler 1995b).

Critical approaches to classical anthropology questioned the nature of the

knowledge required for colonial rule and the involvement of anthropologists in

its production and paved the way for some of the analytics of knowledge and

power that matured later on (Asad 1973, Gough 1968, Hymes 1974). The his-
torical and sociological turn of the Kuhnian philosophy of science helped raise
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doubts about the claim to scientific independence from colonial circumstances

that had been made by anthropologists since the early twentieth century.

From the late 1970s onward, this set of interests was further developed by

the increasing realization that many features of the discourses developed under

and for colonial rule were still operative in present-day anthropology. A criti-

cal hermeneutics, sometimes informed by a more epistemologically inclined

neo-Marxism, elaborated the continuities between colonial and postcolonial

constructions of anthropology's object (Clifford 1982, Fabian 1983, Webster

1982). Analyses of the political role of textual representation, developed by lit-

erary theorists (Williams 1977), entered anthropology through the critique of

orientalism and other forms of colonial discourse (Barker et al 1985, Bhabha

1994, Clifford & Marcus 1986, Clifford 1983, Said 1978). By the 1990s, these

developments resulted in a paradoxical situation: While the historicizing po-

litical economy approaches of the 1970s were criticized because of their lack
of a cultural critique (Coronil 1996, Stoler & Cooper 1997, Taussig 1989), the

notions of "culture" and "ethnography" themselves were also criticized for

their contribution to colonial and postcolonial essentializations of ethnic enti-

ties (Dirks 1992b, Fabian 1983, Pels & Salemink 1994, Thomas 1994).
Since the early 1990s, anthropologists have moved away from the 1980s

impact of literary theory, feeling that colonial discourse inadequately defines

historical anthropology's object of critique (Dirks 1992b, Stoler & Cooper

1997, Thomas 1994). The analysis of the textual strategies of colonial dis-

course is increasingly replaced by an effort at contextualization that implies

reading ethnographic texts and colonial archives as sites of struggle, and set-

ting them against the practical conditions of the encounter that produced these

texts and archives (Dirks 1993a, Stoler 1992, Pels & Salemink 1994, Stocking

1991, Taussig 1992). The publication of a number of textbooks shows that the

anthropology of colonialism has settled down (Cooper & Stoler 1997, Dirks

1992b, Schwartz 1994, Thomas 1994). But however settled it may be in its

own terms, it is often unsettling to other anthropologists, for it tends to destabi-

lize disciplinary identity by questioning anthropology's methods and redefin-

ing its contexts.

METHODS AND CONTEXTS; CULTURE AND HISTORY

Classical anthropologists already suggested that one should study culture con-

tact holistically (Malinowski, in Mair 1938) and study colonizers in the same

way as the colonized (Schapera, in Mair 1938). Their emphasis, however, re-

mained on the study of "the changing native," betraying that anthropologists'

theories and fieldwork methods were predominantly meant to serve as instru-

ments of governmental planning (Malinowski, in Mair 1938). The culture of
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the colonizer became systematically subject to anthropological scrutiny only

after the opportunities for fieldwork among colonizers had disappeared. Now

that anthropologists of colonialism find themselves in the realm of history,
their notions of method and culture themselves turn out to have had specific
colonial uses. To the dismay of some and the delight of others, the concepts of
ethnography, fieldwork, participant observation, and even culture and history

themselves have to be put in historical context.
Such methodological inquiry has, despite some promising departures,

barely begun. Method has, since the late 1960s, silently dropped off the agenda
of academic anthropology. Most innovations have come from other disci-
plines, from history and literary theory in particular. Investigation into the cul-
tural history of method and the political tasks it performed has, despite the
early efforts of Walter Ong, only recently gained momentum (Cohn 1996, Fa-
bian 1983, Ludden 1993, Ong 1958, Stagl 1995). Yet it has already made a
number of unsettling suggestions. Professional ethnography, for instance, may
be better regarded as a specific offshoot of a wider field of colonial intelligence
rather than, as most historians of anthropology implicitly assumed, the fulfill-
ment of an intellectual goal to which colonial ethnographies vainly aspired
(Pels & Salemink 1994). Fieldwork is subject to the way local colonial circurn-

i'l stances shaped the field (Schumaker 199\) but also to a history of colonial sci-

/ ences such as geography, botany, and ethnography, which set up the exotic as a
field to be observed (Grove 1995; see below). Observation, participant or not,
reflects centuries of so-called visualist bias in the culture of Western science,
to which the role of other sensory registers in producing knowledge was subor-
dinated (Fabian 1983). In fact, empiricism in general may be seen to have a po-
litical agenda (Ludden 1993), and colonialism is also a set of empirical "inves-

tigative modalities" (Cohn 1996).
If ethnography as method is something subject to historical critique, then

the concept of culture itself can also be contextualized. As indicated above, the
anthropological concept of culture—which enables us to say that colonialism
needs to be analyzed as culture—has at least partly emerged as an instrument
of colonial control (Dirks 1992b). This argument can, of course, be turned
around: Not only can the concept of culture be deconstructed by setting it in the

context of a history of colonial control, "history" itself needs to be decon-
structed by asking which stories it culturally privileges (Chakrabarty 1992,
Prakash 1992). History and culture stand in a supplemental relationship where
the one is both necessary for and subversive of the thrust of the other (NB
Dirks, unpublished manuscript). To actually realize how culture supplements
history and vice versa, we need not only to find out how classifications of cul-
ture functioned within strategies of colonial governmentality but how histori-
ography provided governmentality with an ontological underpinning (Cohn
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1996). We require more analyses of alternative histories, not just those "from
below" (Fabian 1990, Stoler 1995b) or those analyzing non-European coloni-
alism (Robertson 1995) but those that challenge historiographical "hierarchies
of credibility" (Stoler 1992) because they derive from street art, spirit posses-
sion, oral tradition, rumor, gossip, and other popular or subaltern forms of
knowledge production (Fabian 1996, Kramer 1993, Lambek 1995, Vansina
1985, White 1993).

Much of the search for other histories has been pioneered by historians of
Asian, African, or European workers and peasants, and their methodological
arsenal has been assiduously plundered by historical anthropologists. Espe-
cially the historians of the Subaltern Studies collective (Arnold 1993; Chak-
rabarty 1992, 1994; Chatterjee 1989, 1993; Guha 1983; Guhaetal 1982-1994;
Pandey 1990; Prakash 1992) and their Africanist colleagues (Boahen 1987;
Cooper 1992, 1996; Feierman 1990, 1993; Kimambo 1991; Ranger 1983,
1989/) have provided anthropologists of colonialism with analytics and exem-
plars: A new phase in the debate between anthropologists and historians has
been achieved by the predominantly anthropological argument that the histori-
ans' inclination to remain close to the ground of a specific archive needs to be
countered by more attention to the archive's cultural construction in past or
present (Comaroff & Comaroff 1992, Dirks 1993a, Stoler 1992).

Historians and anthropologists often agree on the holistic intuition that,
above all, one should be sensitive to context. Here, literary theory introduced a
peculiar methodological innovation that may last longer than the brief vogue
of textual experimentation it bequeathed on anthropology in the 1980s: the
need to "[bracket] particular questions of historical accuracy and reliability in
order to see the text whole, to gauge the structure of its narrative, and chart the
interplay of its linguistic registers and rhetorical modalities" (Hulme 1992). To
understand a discourse, one must step back and compare tropes and topoi de-
rived from disparate times and places, that is, decontextualize first to better un-
derstand the relevant context of a specific set of utterances or symbols (see also
Dirks 1996, Fabian 1995, Thornton 1988, White 1987).

This is indeed a "scandalous" operation (Hulme 1992). It violates the disci-

plinary boundaries by which many orientalists, historians, or anthropologists
felt protected from political challenges. It brings together cultural stereotypes
from different contexts—political domination, popular prejudice, academic
scholarship—to inquire whether and to what extent they are founded on a simi-
lar history of colonial violence. Often such political challenges are fended off
by the argument that the likes of Edward Said commit the sin of historical, cul-
tural, or literary de(con)textualization (Boyarin & Boyarin 1989, Lewis 1993,
Otterspeer 1989, Shokeid 1992). Yet the power of discourse analysis is pre-
cisely to show the extraordinary redundancies produced by colonial common-
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places across the lines that divide political, economic, religious, and cultural
contexts and the disciplines that study them. These redundancies not only ex-
plain some of the self-evidence acquired by Western governmentality in its de-
velopment, their study also gives a new lease of life to cultural analysis [some-

thing not always appreciated by anthropologists (see Rosaldo 1994)]. They al-
low one to trace continuities that go beyond the West's occidental self-images
(Carrier 1995): continuities between past colonial and today's professional
ethnography (Fabian 1983; Pels & Salemink 1994; Pratt 1985, 1992; Stewart
1994), or between nineteenth-century reinventions of ethnicity and their
present-day deployment (Appiah 1993; Dirks 1992a, 1995; Mudimbe 1988).

In recent years, however, some anthropologists have become impatient
with the historical and literary preoccupation with texts, and they have turned
away from an exclusively textual notion of culture. Some suspect the culture of
literacy that informed Western representations of self and other (Fabian 1983).
While studies of the textual strategy of colonial representation have signifi-
cantly advanced our understanding of its grassroots operation (Mitchell 1991),
they insufficiently grasp the contradictions and paradoxes of specific micro-
physics of colonial struggle, encounter, (knowledge) production, and ex-
change (Hirschkind 1991; Pels 1996a/199/; Stoler & Cooper 1997). Analyses
of colonialism increasingly stress the nonverbal, tactile dimensions of social
practice: the exchange of objects, the arrangement and disposition of bodies,
clothes, buildings, and tools in agricultural practices medical and religious
performances, regimes of domesticity and kinship, physical discipline, and the
construction of landscape (Arnold 1993, Conn 1996, Comaroff 1985, Coma-
roff & Comaroff 1997, Eves 1996, Mangan 1986, Pels 1996b, Schumaker
199\, Stoler 1995aj. This makes the study of colonialism more anthropologi-
cal, as older methdds of museum studies, physical anthropology and archae-
ology, or the classical British functionalist injunction to add what people do to
what they say about it are reinvented and made relevant to new pursuits.

HOMES, FIELDS, AND THE TRAVELS IN BETWEEN

If, however, the study of nonverbal practices makes the analysis of colonialism
more anthropological, it will also challenge the dichotomous image of
twentieth-century anthropology. The dyad of anthropologist and informants
and of an academic home juxtaposed to a "field" of research breaks down once
one brings the physical work necessary to maintain these dichotomies into the
analysis—the work of traveling, making a temporary dwelling, or constructing
ethnographic occasions or a "field" in colonial circumstances (Clifford 1992,
Pels & Salemink 1994, Schumaker 199\, Stocking 1991). The erasure of these
practical conditions also deleted colonial and postcolonial governments and
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made them external to the self-conception of anthropology. Just such an era-

sure of a much more multisided, contradictory, and paradoxical practice by a

dichotomous world view characterized colonialism in general (Stoler & Coo-

per 1997). The study of colonial discourse may have done much to outline the

ambivalent dichotomies between self and other, its tendency to reduce colonial

struggle to a form of governmentality that marks out a subject nation in pejora-

tive terms (Bhabha 1994) ignores many of the contradictions, paradoxes, and

negotiations that accompany colonial rule (Thomas 1994). For every imagi-

nary opposition of home and field, one must study the hybrid work of travel
that links them up.

Conquests and Expeditions

Given that the view of colonialism as struggle has only recently come to pre-

dominate its study, it is not surprising that anthropologists, unlike historians,
rarely researched the violent beginnings of colonial occupation. Yet con-

quests, other colonial wars, and their routines of reconnaissance have a pecu-

liar relationship to colonial mythology and the subsequent structuration of co-

lonial rule. Studies of "first contact" often produced remarkable instances of

diverging cultural interpretations of the same events (Connoly & Anderson

1987, Sahlins 1985, Schieffelin & Crittenden 1991). Military intelligence em-
ployed most colorful and ruthless anthropologists (such as Richard Burton,

Christiaan Snouck Hurgronje, or Colonel Creighton in Kipling's Kim). The

cultural organization of military prowess and its relative lack of success vis-a-

vis colonial armies often left a legacy of ethnic distinctiveness under later

phases of colonial rule (Forster 1994, West 1994).

It is well known that indigenous religious and magical conceptions played a

crucial role in the process and subsequent reinterpretation of successful con-

quests by Europeans (Connoly & Anderson 1987; Reid 1994; Sahlins 1985,

1995; Wiener 1995). Such images, however, of the European as god or power-

ful magician were also recurrent themes of colonial mythology and have, at

least in the history of Mexico and Peru, been "unmasked" as second- and third-

generation (re)inventions of tradition (Adorno 1994, Gillespie 1989, Lockhart

1994). Do images of cultural difference between conqueror and conquered ob-

scure rather than illuminate the outcome of violent exchanges (the issue of de-

bate between Obeyesekere 1992, Sahlins 1995)? Some cases suggest different

conceptualizations of otherness on the part of the conquered (Lockhart 1994).

Further accounts suggest that the main difference between Europeans and oth-

ers was the former's extreme capacity for violence, whether technological

(Reid 1994) or cultural and emotional (De Silva 1994). The study of colonial

conquest will be crucial in rethinking the relationship of culture and violence.
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Military or other expeditions often forged novel oriental and occidental

identities, for the simple reason that the two parties in the encounter were accu-

mulating the experiences that would make them decide whether and how to ap-

ply a self/Other dichotomy to a much more multisided set of relationships

(Thornton 1995). We have as yet, however, no clear view of the precise socio-

historical conditions within which a bricolage of tactical engagements gave

way to colonial strategies based on fairly stable conceptions of otherness. We

have very few anthropologically informed studies of the tactical engagements

themselves (but see Byrnes 1994, Connoly & Anderson 1987). Anthropolo-

gists of colonialism seem to have taken the military struggle for granted as a

material event, forgetting that even a single blow requires cultural prepara-

tions. Similarly, barring one excellent exception, we have very few studies of

the symbolic process that accompanies colonial violence (Taussig 1992).

Other expeditions, which depend on a similar tactical bricolage as military

ones, have also yet to receive the attention they deserve, though the study of

some of their aspects, such as the circulation of objects (Thomas 1991) or the

creation of linguistic knowledge (Fabian 1986) provide tantalizing insights.

Translation, Conversion, and Mission

The study of Christian missionaries has been a major area of innovation in the

anthropology of colonialism. Initial interest, however, was raised by the suspi-

cion of missionaries cultivated by anthropologists since the 1930s. The anthro-

pological Feindbild of missionaries as exemplary colonialist indoctrinators

defined the former's activity as an essentially harmless curiosity, and this view

informed some of the earliest work on the topic (Beidelman 1981). The study

of missions, however, soon complicated that image and contributed some of

the more exciting approaches in the anthropology of colonialism.

Much of this work concentrates on how the different worlds of missionary

and potential convert are related through language. Urged by the necessity to

communicate the Gospel, missionaries did probably more substantial record- j/

ing of unknown languages than all anthropologistJaken together. Because "IT

learning a language implies learning cultural competence, they also had to

cope with the relations of power that are constructed by and expressed in hier-

archies between languages, their notation and translation, and the conversa-

tions that occurred on that basis. All colonial relationships require a language

of command, and often its dictionary and grammar were provided by mission-

aries (Conn 1996, Fabian 1986). While the indeterminacies of translation gave

missionaries much trouble, they also provided potential converts with a certain

liberty of meaning (Rafael 1988, 1992). The conversation that developed on

this basis was essential for the development of a colonial structure from hith-
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erto separate European and indigenous routines (Comaroff 1985; Comaroff &
Comaroff 1991, 1997).

These studies have shown that it is impossible to separate the missionary
movement from broader processes of propagating modernity, anthropology in-
cluded. Missionaries were central to the emergence and professionalization of
ethnology and anthropology in Britain and in the way Britain envisaged its role

in the colonies (Dirks 1995, Pels & Salemink 1994). Missionary education was
a crucial factor in the emergence of secularizing strategies in colonial India

(Viswanathan 1989), and it often spread the language on which, later, the

state's identification of ethnic identities was based (Dirks 1995, Ranger 1989).
Religious and secular colonization, therefore, occupy common ground (Fabian
1986, Van der Veer 1995). Yet it is possible to identify differences in attitude
between missionaries and colonial administrators. Because of their generally
assimilationist attitude, missionaries are less prone to essentialize, because for

them, otherness is preferably already in the past. Moreover, they are often en-
gaged with individual converts rather than whole groups, and ethnic and racial
essentializations do not occupy the structural position in their texts that one
sees in other colonizers' (Pels 1994, Thomas 1994).

Thus, the combination of religious teaching, massive involvement in colo-
nial education, and relative autonomy from the practice of colonial control
gave missionaries a special position at the juncture of colonial technologies of

domination and self-control. Individually, missionaries often resisted collabo-
ration with colonial authorities, but they supported them by education and con-

version. For the colonized, education and conversion became technologies of
self-control that enabled subordination at the same time that they structured re-

sistance to Christianity, colonialism, and their trappings. "Conversion to mod-

ernity" was the prime locus where technologies of the self and of colonial

domination converged (Van der Veer 1995). One should treat the concept of
conversion with caution, however. Earlier uses of the term within a theory of

modernization (e.g. Horton 1971) carry the idealist connotations of the Protes-

tantism from which it emerged, and this may cause us to ignore the media and
alternative cultural interpretations of the transformation (Comaroff & Coma-

roff 1991). Such transformations are also accomplished by changes in family ; /

and gender patterning; corporeal regimesl like clothy, dances, and initiation^; ^4 j \jy

and agricultural and domestic objects and spaces (Comaroff & Comaroff ^ ^
1997, Eves 1996, Jolly & Maclntyre 1989, Pels 1996b).

Settlers, Plantations, and Labor

The study of settler culture was also central to the anthropology of colonialism,
partly because plantation economies featured prominently in the marxisant an-
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thropology of the 1970s (see Stoler 1995b), but more importantly because such

studies subsequently deepened our understanding of the composition of colo-

nial culture. Caused, on the one hand, by a largely feminist-inspired discovery

of colonial domesticity and, on the other, by rethinking the organization of

plantation labor violence, this highlighting of the "tensions of empire" much

advanced the interpretation of colonialism as a constant struggle rather than as

a singular and coherent strategy (Cooper & Stoler 1989).

By the mid-1980s, feminists had added the study of European women to

that of the study of the consequences of colonialism for the colonized (Calla-

way 1987, Strobel 1991). The study of colonial domesticity showed that to

maintain colonial authority along the lines of race, European women had to

submit to far stricter rules than was common in the metropole. The colonial

state engaged in the racial policing of class boundaries as well (Stoler 1991,

1995a). Similarly, gender distinctions were monitored in the attempt of colo-

nial states to regulate working classes, though such constructions may have

been beyond the limits of colonial and in the sphere of self-control (Cooper

1992, White 1990). Colonial authority was bolstered by the often mistaken

assumption that European women were less oppressed than indigenous ones,

making so-called emancipation a legitimation for intervention (Hafkin & Bay

1976, Mani 1990). Miscegenation was a major preoccupation of colonial dis-

course (Wolfe 1994). Occidentalist distinctions between public and private be-

came technologies of self when the colonized introduced them into the public

performance of domestic life (Chakrabarty 1994), while in the metropole such

technologies of self were developed in reference to the colonies (Davin 1978).
Settler colonialism was, of course, based on expropriation of land, and re-

cent innovative work shows that the cultural consequences of concomitant

doctrines of terra nullius have not yet been sufficiently researched (Wolfe

1991,1994). Because of their attempts at permanent establishment, settlers left

some of the most lasting legacies of colonialism (Thomas 1994), legacies that

we often fail to recognize as colonial because they are the product of an inter-

nal colonialism in which discussion of the colonized has given way to discus-

sion of minority ethnic groups (Barth 1969, Hechter 1975). Plantations and

forced labor were at the root of European colonialism and provided the model

for other, non-European practices of exploitation by slavery (Sheriff 1987).

Settlers' desire for cheap labor often led them to argue that indigenous workers

needed different treatment—by force—than those back in the metropole. This

was a crucial feature of the development of late colonial rule (Cooper 1996)
and often led to opposition to settlers' concerns by the administrative interest

in a colony's strategic stability (Salemink 1991). Ethnology itself emerged

from the protest against ethnocidal policies of settler colonies and the conse-

quent need for salvage ethnography (Rainger 1980, Stocking 1971).
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To further study colonial culture, it seems especially important to continue

interrogating how the boundaries and relationships between public and private

were constructed—where they required the rescheduling of rhythms of domes-

tic and work time (Cooper 1992), the redrawing of standards of public per-

formance [as evidenced by colonial notions of corruption (Pels I996a)j, the re-

building of towns and cities (Al Sayyad 1992), or the redecorating of the home

and the self through consumption (Comaroff & Comaroff 1997). Public and

private are also involved in the forms of classificatory kinship peculiar to colo-

nialism—as yet rarely studied in themselves—such as the Indian colonial ad-

ministrator's ma-bap or father-mother role, die ubiquitous infantilizing of the

colonized, and the peculiar role of so-called universal brotherhood of diverse

forms of colonial and anticolonial propaganda and protest. We have only just

begun to study the culture of labor regimes and their ascriptions of edinic es-

sences to coolies, migrant laborers, and former slaves (but see Breman 1989,

Thomas 1994J).

ETHNICIZATION AND ITS FRAGMENTS

In the preceding section, trade was not addressed. Mercantile capitalism pre-

figured Western technologies of government and their ethnic categorizations

in general. William Pietz shows how Dutch merchants were among the first

ethnographers to produce non-Christian alterities, articulated on the normal

and abnormal exchange of objects. He shows how the concept of fetish, for-

merly functional within the hybrid relationships of global trade, was made to

define the essence of African society. His work should be made paradigmatic

for the study of the processes of essentialization that characterize the produc-

tion of ethnography (Pietz 1985, 1987, 1988). Mercantile ethnicizations also

pioneered the imagination of European self and nation-state. Here, too, mer-

chants prefigured modern govemmentality by creating the first images of na-

tional community (Helgerson 1992) and pioneering the insurance technologies

from which probability and statistics would emerge (Hacking 1990). Their

metaphors of the ship and the island/ helped to shift the notion of economy

from family relationships to the more abstract concept of population, a devel-

opment that is the major marker of the new discourse on government (Foucault

1991; Grove 1995). Although the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were

constitutive of botii empires and nations and their tensions and fragments

(Cooper & Staler 1997, Chatterjee 1993), they have rarely been researched by

anthropologists of colonialism.
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Statistics and Ethnography

Statistics and ethnography were the carriers of modern classifications of race,

nation, and ethnicity, and fortunately we have an excellent account of the

transformations of the art of travel from which they emerged (Stagl 1995). The

epistemological shift from the incorporating cosmology of crusade, pilgrim-

age, and mission to the distancing cosmology of exploration made implicit

practices of traveling subject to explicit, written classifications of knowledge

that were the methodological predecessors of statistical questionnaires and the

anthropologists' Notes and Queries (Fabian 1983). Human beings were simul-

taneously redefined as analogous to animal and plant species, as ethnic types to

be slotted in the pigeonholes of such questionnaires (Thomas 1994). Taxon-

omy was also at the heart of the new "art of government," based, as La Perriere

said, on the "right disposition of things, arranged to lead to a convenient end"

(cited in Foucault 1991). Europeans seem to have learned the taxonomic man-

agement of "things" particularly in governing bounded, isolated units of goods

and personnel such as ships (Foucault 1991) and islands (Grove 1995). Such

a culture of objects to be managed characterized early trading relationships

(Pietz 1985, 1987, 1988) as well as later forms of exploration (Thomas 1991)

and became a basic feature of European self-conceptions by laying the ground-

work for a museum culture through the curiosity cabinet—where it, again, ties

in with the history of anthropology. If, however, the outlines of such a reinter-

pretation of European colonial culrure(s) are there, much more research needs

to be done.

What line such research can take can partly be understood from the history

of botany, which was both a revolutionary activity in scientific terms and a

most practical one in terms of researching the possibilities for colonial revenue

from agriculture. From the time of the La Condamine scientific expedition of

1735 onward, Linnean botany had helped to create an international network of

scientists (Pratt 1992). It provided, for instance, Dutch, British, or Russian ex-

peditions with German naturalists, creating a circuit for the exchange of

knowledge in which much colonial intelligence could be passed on from one

empire to another (Slezkine 1994, Thomas 1991). The network of scientific so-

cieties and botanical gardens was specifically colonial—rather than metropoli-

tan—and even the knowledge it disseminated was a hybrid of, among other

things, Indian and European botanical classifications (Grove 1995). Botanists

pioneered the colonial deployment of statistics (Vicziany 1986). Anthropolo-

gists of colonialism, however, still need to catch up with the recent advances

made in the (colonial) history of science and research its significance for the

development of colonial rule. Since most colonial naturalists were medical

men, this is obviously also a history of colonial conceptions of the body and
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disease, the more important because before the rise of the clinic in the nine-

teenth century the confrontation of European and other medical systems was

one between more or less equally effective practices of curing.

The study of colonial statistics can also yield more results. It is clear that

governmental notions of population and economy, and the "numbering" they

necessarily imply, were pioneered in the colonies (Appadurai 1993, Hacking

1990). While some of the best work in the anthropology of colonialism has

shown the importance of census and statistics in establishing colonialism and

modern governmentality (Anderson 1991, Cohn 1987), much research is

needed on how they emerged from colonial insurance and political arithmetic.

Moreover, while we assume that ethnography and statistics, after having been

coined together in the late eighteenth century (Stagl 1995), parted company at

the beginning of the twentieth century (Asad 1994), little research has been

done on how this happened, on the role colonial experience played in this de-

velopment (see Dirks 1996), and on the possibility of comparing nineteenth-

century ethnography and statistics with twentieth-century anthropological sur-

veys such as the Human Relations Area Files (Cohn 1996).

Inventions of Tradition and Modernity

Seventeenth- and eighteenth-century exemplars developed technologies of

domination that have recently been studied: the regime of representation

(Mitchell 1991, Rabinow 1989); the rise of environmentalism, crucial to utili-

tarianism and functionalism (Grove 1995) as well as to the emergence of sani-

tation (Arnold 1993, Thomas 1994); colonial map-making (Noyes 1992); the
agricultural and social improvement of villages necessary for colonial revenue

(Breman 1988, Dewey 1972, Guha 1989); or the development of colonial po-

licing (Arnold 1993, Dirks 1996). It is still unusual for researchers to fully es-

cape the dichotomy of colonial state and oppressed and/or resistant others, and

realize how much colonial empires were fragmented by other tensions (Stoler

& Cooper 1997). Empires were maintained by ethnic soldiers that fought the

colonized at the same time that they colonized themselves (Fox 1985), or by

white women subordinating their domestic staff while they were acting out

their own subordination (Stoler & Cooper 1997). The present emphasis on

governmentality as a pervasive form of power should not obscure that one's

hegemony was often the other's coercion. Surely, governmentality should be

understood as a power dispersed through the social body. It cannot be regarded

as a singular colonial strategy, and we should study the struggles going on

among groups of colonizers and the colonized and between them, not only

over the control of governmental technologies but also over their appropriate-

ness, application, and desirability.
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The most influential argument in this respect is that of the invention of tra-
dition under colonial circumstances: the use of an image of tribal or traditional
government within strategies of indirect rule (Ranger 1983). Such an image of
other government and its tension with ethnocentric definitions of modern gov-
ernment were crucial to any form of colonial rule (Mamdani 1996). The con-
tradiction between other and modern government was founded on a similar in-
frastructure of representation (Mitchell 1991). However, the notion of in-
vented tradition privileged European agency and regarded the tradition too
much as an ideology imposed on, rather than coauthored with or resisted by,
sections of colonized groups (Dirks 1993b, Pels 1996a, Thomas 1992).

Moreover, we cannot restrict ourselves to inventions of tradition; moder-
nity itself needs to be imagined and constructed as well. It is here that analytic
perspectives on alternative imaginings of history, of the public/private or
work/home dichotomies, or of Christianity (Chakrabarty 1994, Cooper 1992,
Mbembe 1992, Pels 1996b, White 1993) may prove to be important to future
developments in the anthropology of colonialism. They shall, for instance,
raise the question of the extent to which governmentality is synonymous with
Western culture as such, whether it can be regarded as a whole, or whether it is
a set of technologies that lend themselves to selective adoption into alternative
governmentalities. Similarly, they should address to what extent colonialism
has triggered subaltern processes of global communication such as black cul-
ture, rumor, art, or possession (Appiah 1993, Kramer 1993, Pels 1992).

CONCLUSION: HISTORIES OF THE PRESENT

The mottoes at the beginning of this review argue that colonialism was a con-
tradictory project. Like modern anthropology, it tends to bracket out part of the
self to know and/or rule the other, or vice versa. If Mr. Commissioner Sanders
should know nothing of the cruel measures his African "indirect ruler" needed
to keep Sanders's peace, it is clear from Nyerere's statement that this hypoc-
risy of domination penetrated the self-control of all participants in the colonial
process. Anthropology, too, has often denied that it knew anything of colonial-
ism, to the point of making colonialism into the definition of what anthropol-
ogy is not (e.g. Beidelman 1981). If we are now in a position to overcome that
denial by doing the anthropology of colonialism as an anthropology of anthro-
pology, this indicates that, after Humboldt, we are capable or in need of sepa-
rating ourselves from a phase in which anthropology and colonial rule were
part of the same social formation: the world of modernity, development, and
the welfare state.

This makes the anthropology of colonialism a historiography of the present.
After colonialism comes the postmodern; the latter cannot be understood ex-
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cept as postcolonial (Appiah 1993, Thomas 1994). Postcolonial societies are

mainly based on development regimes constructed under colonial rule (Lud-

den 1992), regimes that inherited the colonial inclination to excise politics

from economic and administrative practice (Ferguson 1990, Fields 1985, Pels

1996a). Governmentality was, like social science, a political technology meant

to prevent coercion and politics (Malinowski 1929; Rabinow 1989). The bifur-

cation, however, of colonial polities into traditional and modern often func-

tioned to facilitate coercive practices such as forced labor (Cooper 1996) or tri-

balism, communalism, and apartheid (Mamdani 1996, Pandey 1990). We are

not only in need of more studies of the simultaneous emergence of modernity

and colonialism in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, but of more eth-
nographies of decolonization, focusing on the continuity between present and

past practices of development, welfare, and good governance, and the way

they were constituted by anthropology, economics, and political science. If we

are ever going to be capable of disengaging anthropology from colonialism,

we first need to reflexively blur the boundaries between colonialism and our
present anthropology.
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